
Day 14  (Monday 22nd March)     
  Measure and Calculate Perimeter                     
- ‘Measuring Perimeter’ slideshow. 
- *’Measuring Perimeter’ problems. 
- ‘Calculating Perimeter’ slideshow. 
- *’Calculating Perimeter’ problems. 
 (* 3 levels of challenge - Attempt at least 1 
page on each. Choose which suits you best.) 
 Extra Challenge: ‘Practical measuring - Have 
a go at measuring the perimeter of straight 
sided objects or rooms in your house. (You 

could even create scale drawings.)

                  Class 3 - Week 3 Remote Learning Activity Grid
Within this grid you will mostly find literacy or maths activities, which could provide a focus for learning earlier in the day     

before our live lesson (and follow up tasks) each afternoon. Notice how the activities have continued to mostly focus on numeracy 
and literacy (often linking to our theme of equality and democracy). Resources will be posted on the website.

You may find that you do not complete everything on that day and that is fine. You can revisit activities later, as often 
as you wish. If you’re feeling inspired to continue working I have included an ‘extra challenge’ each day. If you have questions or 
wish to share your learning, mail me at anthonycross@online.sch.im. Additional learning is also added daily, linked to live lessons. 

Day 11 (Wednesday 17th March) 
   Training to be a ‘Numeracy Ninja’ 
I have included 2 Numeracy Ninja skill checks 
to attempt, as shown in our live lesson: 
- 10 questions each on ‘Mental Strategies’, 

‘Times tables’  and ‘*Key Skills’. Focus on 
accuracy, rather than speed for now. 

- *In the Key Skills section, you may need to  
use written strategies to help you. 

Extra Challenge: ‘Mixed Mental Maths   
Collections’ - Focus on the set of questions 

you normally attempt in school. 

Day 12  (Thursday 18th March)    
 Persuasive Writing - Malala Yousafzai 
- Read webpage and identify key details. 
- Listen to/read Malala’s speech to the UN. 
- Now reflect and identify features  of 

persuasive language and word play /  
imagery.(slides 3 to 6) 

- Write a short letter to Malala about her 
speech, including some questions. 

Extra Challenge: ‘Adding Conjunctions to 
Sentences’ - A chance to practice using 

conjunctions to link ideas within sentences.

Day 13 (Friday 19th March) 
Comic Relief and Red Nose Day 
To mark Red Nose Day we’ll learn about 
charities, local and global, who’ve benefit- 
ted from the funds raised over the years. 
- Learning Challenges - 3 different ones to 

attempt and maps will be useful here.   
- RND Quiz and games pack. 
- Link Charities’ work to UN Global Goals. 

Extra Challenges: ‘Lockdown Climbing   
 Challenge’ - A climbing challenge with a 

difference - all you need are steps to climb. 

Day 15 (Tuesday 23rd March)              
           Famous Speeches 
- Watch and analyse part of the ‘I have a 

dream..’ speech by Martin Luther King Jr. 
- Read ‘Two Famous Speeches’ and 

answer the questions. (Slide 3) 
- Read ‘Three Famous Speeches) and 

answer the questions. (Slides 4 and 5) 
- How well can you read one of these 

speeches out loud? 
Extra Challenge: ‘Fun-Time Extra’ (slide 1) 
Follow links to listen to historic speeches.
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